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Eficacia de la terapia electroconvulsiva: revisión sistemática de las evidencias científicas

REVIEWS

INTRODUCTION

The use of ECT since it has been made known to the in-
ternational scientific community by Cerletti and Bini in
19381 has undergone a growth boom in the United States
and Europe, including Spain. However, in spite of more
than half a century of its use, there are still information
gaps about the evidence on safety, efficacy and effective-
ness of short, middle and long term ECT that need to 
be explained. In fact, there is a vast «gray zone» in this re-
gards formed by a large volume of medical knowledge of
middle or low grade evidence. 

The systematic study of the bibliographic review of
scientific evidence that we perform in the following
agrees with the need to assess this health care techno-
logy2,3. Its object is to provide reliable, synthetic and 
clear information that facilitates decision making in rela-
tionship to the ECT in the different professional, admin-
istrative and political areas of the country. This know-
ledge should serve both to rationalize its use as well as
to control the problem of arbitrary decisions and its con-
sequences4, as is advocated by the so-called «evidence
based psychiatry»5-7 and the modern public health care
politics8. 

METHODS

1. Analysis and discussion of the findings on efficacy of
the ECT obtained from primary sources constituted
by articles published in biomedical journals (indica-
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ted with an asterisk in the section corresponding to
the references). Period: from 1965 to June 2003.
Study selection: articles included in the bibliogra-
phic databases: Medline, Psyclit, Cochrane and IME. 

2. Common general inclusion criterion: randomized
clinical trials that assess the therapeutic efficacy of
ECT. A screening was performed with the studies
obtained according to the specified exclusion crite-
ria applied in the order indicated. Thus, if a study
fulfilled one of them, the next one was not applied.
To carry out the screening, the summaries were
used and, in the cases in which these did not supply
enough information, the whole article was used. 

3. Exclusion criteria: a) the ECT is not the study object:
the ECT is only mentioned in the description of the
patients, discussion of the results or description of
the different treatments for a certain disorder; b) the
ECT is not compared with another treatment: stu-
dies whose objective is to compare different types
of ECT, with the exception of those that compare
unilateral ECT with bilateral ECT, given the impor-
tance of this differentiation; c) the object of the
study is not to assess the therapeutic efficacy of
ECT: studies oriented towards the assessment of 
treatment procedures (anesthetics, treatment fre-
quency, stimulus intensity, etc.), adverse effects, ac-
tion mechanisms, and aspects related to the infor-
mation and attitude on this treatment, and d) studies
that are not randomized clinical trials: this in-
cludes secondary sources or reference information
such as revisions, editorials, letters and others. 

4. Control of possible biases: a) interpretation bias of
the studies: it is controlled by the degree of scientific
evidence evaluated according to the validated quality
scale of Jadad et al.9 in a range of 0-5, low quality
being when the score≤3; b) sample bias: by the si-
multaneous use of several strategies or combination
of logical operations different from the search, and c)
bias of non-selection of studies: contrast of the find-
ings with other known revisions and meta-analyses.

5. After applying the criteria mentioned, 62 original
studies were obtained, after having eliminated 6 that
used all or part of the sample of some already includ-
ed previous study10-15. All those included finally 
compare the efficacy of ECT in depression, schi-
zophrenia, mania or Parkinson’s disease (table 1).

RESULTS

Depression

ECT versus antidepressants

ECT has not been shown to be more effective than ami-
triptyline in regards to response rate. However, it can be
stressed that both treatments mean better results than the
use of the pharmacological placebo or simulated ECT16.
These results are similar to those obtained by Wittenborn

et al.17, who also did not find any differences between imi-
pramine and ECT, although both treatments were shown
to be superior to the placebo. The data offered by this se-
cond study are very limited. 

In the case of the melancholic subtype, there are also
no differences between ECT and imipramine, although
the remission rate is somewhat greater in the first case,
93 %, than in the second one, 73 %18. These percentages
are similar to those observed in one of the first trials on
ECT19, in which 84 % response was obtained versus 72 %
with imipramine. However, in the case of endogenous
depressions, even though there are similar improvement
rates with imipramine and with ECT20,21, the response is
faster with the latter20.

In regards to chlorpromazine, it has been observed that
adding it to the treatment with ECT does not mean any ben-
efit in regards to therapeutic result or in the number of 
treatments necessary or days of hospital stay22. The results
of this study showed that there were no differences be-
tween the patients who received ECT plus chlorpromazine
and ECT plus placebo. Thus, in the first group, 86 % re-
mitted or improved greatly versus 76.3 % in the second
group. On the other hand, although the improvement rate
with ECT (84 %) doubled that shown with phenelzine
(38%), we do not have data on the statistical significance19.

In regards to the drug-resistant patients, the results ob-
tained have to be considered carefully since the resistance
is evaluated incorrectly in most of the cases. Thus, for
example, in the study of Folkerts et al.23, the treatment was
not adequate in some of the patients, although drug resis-
tance was an inclusion criteria, and they were also those
who obtained the best results. In the same way, the sam-
ple was resistant to only one course of tricyclics in the Di-
nan and Barry study24. In this subgroup of patients, unila-
teral ECT was shown to be superior to paroxetine both in
the response rate, there being 71% with ECT versus 28%
with paroxetine, as well as in its rapidness23, this advan-
tage being seen after only one week of treatment.

In addition, the best efficacy of the ECT found by Da-
vidson et al.25 offers some restrictions. In this study, in
which patients refractory to treatment with the usual
psychotropes at adequate doses were included, the com-
parison was established with the combination of phe-
nelzine plus amitriptyline. Due to the secondary effects
caused by this combination, the doses used were very
low and, thus, the study should be replicated with others
that are more adequate to be able to speak of a real su-
periority of ECT. In contrast to these results in favor of
ECT, the study performed by Dinan and Barry24 in a sam-
ple of endogenous depressed patients resistant to a treat-
ment course with tricyclics showed that the response 
rates with the adjuvancy of ECT versus lithium were sim-
ilar, there even being a greater rapidness of response
with lithium. 

In reference to the decision to continue the antidepres-
sive drug treatment or not during the ECT sessions, the da-
ta do not support the first option26. Continuing it during
the ECT does not offer any additional advantage over its 
interruption and later reinitiation after finishing that treat-
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TABLE 1. Description of the 62 clinical trials included in our review

Author Inclusion criteria Sample Quality Results

Abraham and 
Kulhara
(1987)64

Abrams and Taylor
(1976)50

Abrams, et al.
(1983)51

Abrams et al. 
(1991)52

Agarwal y Winny
(1985)66

Andersen et al 
(1987)77

Arfwidsson et al 
(1973)22

Bagadia et al 
(1983)62

Brandon et al 
(1984)29

Brandon et al 
(1985)73

Chanpattana et al
(1999)14;

Chanpattana et al
(1999)69

CPCBMRC 
(1965)19

Davidson et al 
(1978)25

D’elia et al 
(1977)55

Dinan y Barry 
(1989)24

Fleminger et al
(1970)48

Folkerts et al 
(1997)23

Flaser and Glass 
(1980)46

Schizophrenia (RDC)

Depression
Endogeneity

Depression (DSM III)

Depression (DSM III)
Gender: man

Schizophrenia (RDC)

Parkinson’s disease
Drug resistance

Depression
Endogenous or mixed

Schizophrenia (RDC)

Depression (PSE)

Schizophrenia (PSE)

Schizophrenia (DSM IV)

Depression

Depression
Unipolar or secondary 

to anxiety disorder
Depression
Endogenous and severe

Depression (DSM III)
Endogenous

Depression

Depression (ICD 10)
Bipolar or unipolar
Drug-resistanth

Depression

N = 28 G.1 → N = 14

G.2 → N = 14

N = 21 G.1 → N = 10
G.2 → N = 11

N = 70 G.1 → N = 33
G.2 → N = 37

N = 47 G.1 → N = 18
G.2 → N = 20
G.3 → N = 9

N = 30 G.1 → N = 15
G.2 → N = 15

N = 11 G.1 → N = 5
G.2 → N = 6

N = 57 G.1 → N = 29

G.2 → N = 28

N = 78b G.1 → N = 18

G.2 → N = 20

N = 95 G.1 → N = 53
G.2 → N = 42

N = 19 G.1 → N = 9
G.2 → N = 10

N = 51 G.1 → N = 15b

G.2 → N = 15b

G.3 → N = 15b

N = 269 G.1 → N = 74
G.2 → N = 65
G.3 → N = 65
G.4 → N = 65

N = 19 G.1 → N = 9f

G.2 → N = 8f

N = 61 G.1 → N = 30

G.2 → N = 31

N = 30 G.1 → N = 15
G.2 → N = 15

N = 36 G.1 → N = 12
G.2 → N = 12
G.3 → N = 12

N = 39 G.1 → N = 21

G.2 → N = 18
N = 33 G.1 → N = 16b

G.2 → N = 13b

Bilateral ECT: 2/week
Trifluoperazine: 20 mg/day
Simulated ECT: 2/week
Trifluoperazine: 20 mg/day
Bifrontal-temporal ECT: 3/week
Dominant and non-dominant 

unilateral ECT simultaneously:
3/week

Bifrontal-temporal ECT: 3/week
Right unilateral ECT: 3/week

Bilateral ECT
Right unilateral ECT
Left unilateral ECT
Bitemporal ECT: 3/weeka

Simulated ECT: 3/weeka

Bilateral ECT: 3/week
Simulated ECT: 3/week

Bifrontal-temporal ECT: 3/week
Placebo: chlorpromazine
Bifrontal-temporal ECT: 3/week 
Chlorpromazine: 50 to 150 mg/day

(mean: 100)
Bitemporal ECT: 2 to 3/week
Placebo: chlorpromazine
Simulated ECT: 2 to 3/week
Chlorpromazine: 400-600 mg/day
Bilateral ECT: 2/week
Simulated: 2/week

Bilateral ECT: 2/week
Simulated ECT: 2/week

Bifrontal-temporal ECT: 2/week
Bifrontal-temporal ECT: 2/week
Flupenthixol: 12-24 mg/day
Flupenthixol: 12-24 mg/day

ECTd: 1 or 2/week
Imipramine: 50 mg/day
Phenelzine: 15 mg/day
Placebo: antidepressive
ECTg: 3/week
Phenelzine: 15-45 mg/day
Amitriptyline: 100 mg/day
Non-dominant unilateral ECT
Placebo: L-tryptophan
Non-dominant unilateral ECT
L-tryptophan: 6 g/day
Bilateral ECT: 3/week
Lithium: 600-800 mg

Bifrontal-temporal ECT
Right temporoparietal ECT
Left temporoparietal ECT
Non-dominant unilateral ECT: 

3/week
Paroxetine: 40-50 mg/día
Bilateral ECT: 2/week
Non-dominant unilateral ECT: 

2/week

SEG: 1
B: DB
R: ND

SEG: 3
B: DB
R: HT

SEG: 1
B: SB
R: ND
SEG: 0
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 1
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 2
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 3
B: DB
R: ND

SEG: 2
B: D.B
R: ND

SEG: 5
B: DB
R: RN
SEG: 5
B: DB
R: RN
SEG: 0
B: SB
R: ND

SEG: 1
B: DB
R: ND

SEG: 2
B: SB
R: RN
SEG: 2
B: DB
R: ND

SEG: 1
B: SB
R: ND
SEG: 1
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 0
B: ND
R: ND
SEG: 0
B: SB
R: ND

G.1 greater response than G.2; 
non-differences between groups
after week 16

G.1 more effective than G.2

G.1 more effective than G.2

No differences between G.1 and G.2

Faster response in G.2

Increase of times on in G.1

No difference between groups in
efficacy, treatment no., hospital stay

No differences between groups

G.1 more effective than G.2

G.1 more effective than G.2

Prevention of relapses: G.2 greater than
G.1 and G.3. G2 less BPRS than G.1
and G.3. Without differences G.1 and
G.3 in BPRS. Relapse at 6 monthsc:
G.1: 93%; G.2: 40%; G.3: 93%

Response ratee: 
G.1: 84%; G.2: 72%; 
G.3: 38%; G.4: 45%

G.1 more effective than G.2

G.1 more effective than G.2

No differences between groups

G.1 and G.3 improve

G.1 more effective than G.2

No differences between groups
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TABLE 1. Description of the 62 clinical trials included in our review (continuation)

Author Inclusion criteria Sample Quality Results

Freeman et al 
(1978)31; 
Freeman 
(1978)10

Gangadhar et al 
(1982)20

Gregory et al 
(1985)28

Grunhaus et al 
(2000)59

Dannon et al
(2002)15

Grunhaus et al
(2003)60

Haliday et al
(1968)41

Heikman et al
(2002)36

Herrington et al
(1974)54

Horne et al
(1985)44

Jagadeesh et al
(1992)33

Janakiramaiah
et al (1982)67

Janakiramaiah
et al (2000)18

Janicak et al
(1991)45

Janicak et al
(2002)61

Johnstone et al 
(1980)32 

CRCDP
(1983)11

Lambourn y 
Gil (1978)30

Lamy et al
(1994)43

Langer et al
(1995)57

Depression

Depression (ICD 9)
Endogenous

Depression (ICD 9)

Depression (DSM IV)
Severe

Depression(DSM IV)
Drug-resistant
Severe
Depression
Endogenousj

Depression (DSM IV)

Depression
Severe

Depressionk (DSM III)

Depression (RDC)
Endogenousi

Schizophrenia (RDC)

Depression (DSM IV)

DepressionL (RDC)

Depression (DSM IV)

Endogenous depression 

Depressive psychosis

Severe depressive unipolar
or bipolar (DSM IIIR)

Depressionm (DSM III)
Severe and drug-resistant
Gender: woman

N = 40 G.1 → N = 20
G.2 → N = 20

N = 32 G.1 → N = 16

G.2 → N = 16
N = 69 G.1 → N = 23

G.2 → N = 23
G.3 → N = 23

N = 40 G.1 → N = 16
G.2 → N = 20

N = 40 G.1 → N = 20
G.2 → N = 20

N = 52 G.1 → N = 18
G.2 → N = 18
G.2 → N = 16

N = 24 G.1 → N = 8
G.2 → N = 8
G.2 → N = 8

N = 43 G.1 → N = 21
G.2 → N = 22

N = 53 G.1 → N = 26
G.2 → N = 27

N = 25 G.1 → N = 12
G.2 → N = 13

N = 60 G.1 → N = 15

G.2 → N = 15

G.3 → N = 15
G.4 → N = 15

N = 45 G.1 → N = 15
G.2 → N = 15
G.3 → N = 15

N = 30 G.1 → N = 9
G.2 → N = 21

N = 26 G.1 → N = 15
G.2 → N = 11

N = 70 G.1 → N = 35
G.2 → N = 35

N = 32 G.1 → N = 16
G.2 → N = 16

N = 46 G.1 → N = 23
G.2 → N = 23

N =20 G.1 → N = 10
G.2 → N = 10

Bifrontal ECT: 2/week
First week: simulated ECT, 

2/week
Following: bifrontal ECT, 

2/week
Bilateral ECT first 2 week:

3/week. Following: 1/week
Imipramine: 75-100 mg/day
Bitemporal ECT: 2/week
Right unilateral ECT, 2/week
Simulated ECT: 2/week
Right unilateral ECTi: 2/week
Transcranial magnetic

stimulation: 5/week

Unilateral or bilateral ECT
Transcraneal magnetic

stimulation: 5/week
Bilateral ECT: 2/week
Right unilateral ECT: 2/week
Left unilateral ECT: 2/week
Right unilateral ECT high doses
Right unilateral ECT low doses
Bifrontal ECT
ECTg: 3/week
L-Tryptophan: 6-8 g/day

Bitemporal ECT: 3/week
Non-dominant unilateral ECT:

3/week
Bifrontal-temporal ECT: 3/week
First week: 1 session 

bifrontal-temporal ECT
Following: Simulated ECT  

3/week
Bitemporal ECT: 3/week + 

clorpromazine: 300 mg/day
Bitemporal ECT: 3/week +

clorpromazine: 500 mg/day
Chlorpromazine: 300 mg/día
Chlorpromacine: 500 mg/día
Bilateral ECT: 3/week
Imipramine: 150 mg/day
Sudarshan Kriya Yoga: daily
Bilateral ECT: 3/week
Unilateral ECT non-dominant:

3/week
Transcranial magnetic

stimulation: 5/week
Bilateral ECT: 3/week
Bifrontal ECT: 2/week
Simulated: 2/week

Right unilateral ECT: 3/week
Simulated ECT: 3/week

Bitemporal ECT: 3/week
Parietotemporal ECT: 3/week

Bitemporal ECT: 2/week
Isoflurane narcotherapy: 2/week

SEG: 3
B: DB
R: ND

SEG: 3
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 3
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 2
B: SB
R: AL

SEG: 2
B: SB
R: AL
SEG: 1
B: SB
R: Gr 3
SEG: 1
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 1
B: ND
R: ND
SEG: 5
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 3
B: DB
R: ND

SEG: 0
B: SB
R: ND

SEG: 1
B: SB
R: ND
SEG: 1
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 0
B: ND
R: ND
SEG: 3
B: DB
R: PG

SEG: 3
B: DB
R: Bd
SEG: 3
B: DB
R: AA
SEG: 1
B: DB
R: ND

After 1st week: G.1 more effective
than G.2

First 2 weeks of treatment:
G.2 more effective than G.1

G.1 and G.2 more effective than G.3

Psychotics: G.1 more effective than G.2
Non-psychotics: no differences  

betwwen groups

No differences between groups

No differences between groups

No differences between groups: G.1 
improves faster than G.2 and G.3

G.1 more effective than G.2

No differences between groups

No differences between groups, 
both improve

G.2 and G.4 more effective than 
G.1 and G.3

No differences between groups,
all improve

No differences between groups, 
both improve

No differences between groups

G.1 better result than G.2

No differences between groups

No differences between groups

Both groups improve
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TABLE 1. Description of the 62 clinical trials included in our review (continuation)

Author Inclusion criteria Sample Quality Results

Letemendia et al 
(1993)47

Delva et al
(2001)13

Lisanby et al
(1998)39

Malitz et al
(1986)40

May y Tuma
(1965)63

Mayur et al
(2000)26

McCall et al
(2002)35

McDonald et al
(1996)16

Naidoo (1956)68

Pridmore (2000)58

Reichert et al 
(1976)71

Sachs et al 
(1989)56

Sackeim et al 
(1987)38

Sackeim et al 
(1993)37

Depression (DSM III)

Depression (RDC
and SADS)

Endogenous

Depression (RDC)

Schizophrenia

Depression (DSM IV)

Depression

Depression

Schizophrenia

Depression (DSM IV)
Drug-resistant

Psychiatric patient

Depression

Depression (RDC and
SADS)

Depression (RDC)

N = 83 G.1 → N = 22b

G.2 → N = 20b

G.3 → N = 17b

N = 79 G.1 → N = 23
G.2 → N = 17
G.3 → N = 19

G.4 → N = 20

N = 52 G.1 → N = 27
G.2 → N = 25

N = 100 G.1 → N = 20

G.2 → N = 20

G.3 → N = 20

G.4 → N = 20

G.5 → N = 20
N = 30 G.1 → N = 15

G.2 → N = 15

N = 77 G.2 → N = 40
G.1 → N = 37

N = 30 G.1 → N = 12
G.2 → N = 10
G.3 → N = 4
G.4 → N = 4

N = 80 G.1 → N = 20
G.2 → N = 20
G.3 → N = 20
G.4 → N = 20

N = 22 G.1 → N = 11

G.2 → N = 11

N = 58 G.1 → N = 32
G.2 → N = 26

N = 11 G.1 → N = 6

G.2 → N = 5

N = 52 G.1 → N = 27
G.2 → N = 25

N = 100b G.1 → N = 23b

G.2 → N = 23b

G.3 → N = 23b

G.4 → N = 23b

Bitemporal ECT: 3/week
Bifrontal ECT: 3/week
Right unilateral ECT: 3/week

Bilateral ECT high dose: 3/week
Bilateral ECT low dose 3/week
Right unilateral ECT high dose: 

3/week
Right unilateral ECT high dose: 

3/week
Bifrontal-temporal ECT
Right unilateral ECT

ECT: 3/week (onset), followed 
by 2/week

Individual psychotherapy: 
2 h/week

Fharmacoteraphy: Stelazine o 
thorazinen

Individual psychotherapy
Fharmacoteraphyo

Routine treatmentp

Non-dominant unilateral ECT:
3/week 

Antidepressive placebo
Non-dominant unilateral ECT: 

3/week
Antidepressants
Right unilateral ECT
Bilateral ECT

ECTg: 3/week
Amitriptyline: 50 mg/day
Simulated ECT: 3/week
Placebo: amitriptyline
ECTq + placebo: reserpine
Placebo: reserpine
Reserpine: 5 mg/day
TECq + reserpina. 5 mg/día
Non-domnant unilateral ECT: 

3/week
2 series of Day 1: Non-dominant

unilateral ECT. Day 2, 3, 4 and 5;
transcranial magnetic stimulation

Bifrontal-temporal ECT: 
3/week

Non-dominant unilateral ECT:
3/week

Bitemporal ECT: 3/week
Placebo ergoloid mesylates: 2 mg/day
Bitemporal ECT: 3/week
Ergoloid mesylates: 2 mg/day
Bifrontal-temporal ECT: 3/week
Right-unilateral ECT: 3/week

Bifrontal-temporal ECT low dose: 
3/week

Bifrontal-temporal ECT high dose:
3/week

Right unilateral ECT moderate dose:
3/week

Right unilateral ECT high dose:
3/week

SEG: 0
B: SB
R: ND

SEG: 0
B: DB
R: ND

SEG: 1
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 0
B: SB
R: ND

SEG: 2
B: DB
R: ND

SEG: 1
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 2
B: DB
R: ND

SEG: 2
B: DB
R: ND

SEG: 0
B: SB
R: ND

SEG: 0
B: ND
R: ND

SEG: 2
B: DB
R: ND

SEG: 3
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 0
B: DB
R: Gr 20

G.1 and G.2 more effective than G.3

High doses more effective than low 
doses

G.1 therapeutic response greater than 
G.2

MHS and MACC: G.3 and G.4 greater 
improvement than G.5 and MACC:
G.3 greater improvement G.1 and G.2

No differences between groups in 
response rate

No differences between groups

No differences between groups
(worse response in G.3 and G.4)

No statistical analysis of the differences
performed

No differences between groups

Improvement in both groups

G.2 more effective than G.1

G.1 more effective than G.2

G.3 less effective than G.4, G.1 and G.2; 
G.4 less effective than G.2
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TABLE 1. Description of the 62 clinical trials included in our review (continuation)

Author Inclusion criteria Sample Quality Results

AA: alternative assignment; B: blinded; Bd: balanced by age and gender; BRPS: Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale; CIE: Classification of Mental and Behavioural Disorders:
Clinical Descriptions and Diagnostic Guidelines; CPCBMRC: Clinical Psychiatry Committee of British Medical Research Council; CRCDP: Clinical Research Centre,
Division of Psychiatry; DB: double blind; DSM: Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder; EB: exchanged blocks with the same distribution of treatment by
stratum conditions; Gr.20: assignment in groups of 20; Gr.3: group of 3, each one of the 3 to treatment group; HT: heads or tails; ND: not described; PG:
prerandomization grouping by desilusions, agitation and delay; PSE: Present State Examination; R: randomize; RC: randomized code; RDC: Research Diagnostic Criteria;
RN: random numbers; SADS: Schedule of Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia; SB: simple blind; SEG: scientific evidence grade; SL: according to list created a priori.
a: the dose of chlorpromazine established by the investigators on month prior to onset of study is maintained; b: it is not specified to which group the losses belong;
c: analysis by intention to treat; d: except 98 patients, the rest change group or another treatment is applied due to non-improvement; e: without statistical analysis or
differences; f: neither the initial N per group nor to which group the losses belong are described; g: the position of the electrodes is not described; h: the drug resistant
poorly assessed in some cases; i: if the patient does not improve, bilateral is applied; j: not all the patients; k: 17% psychosis congruent with the mood state and
melancholia; l: bipolar and schizoaffective depression; m: 30% psychosis congruent with the mood state and 70% melancholia; n: drug and dose adapted to needs of
each patient; o: drug and dose adapted to the needs of each patient, but the dose is less than in G.3; p: sedation, hydrotherapy,  nursing cares and occupational therapy; 
q: first 6 weeks: 1/week, and the following: 1/15 days; r: after the sixth session, the dose may be adjusted by the investigator; s: initially 44, but the 10 occur  during
the baseline; t: some have unilateral ECT and pass to bilateral if no-response; u: all the patients G.2 are right handed.

Sackeim et al 
(2000)34

Sarkar et al 
(1994)65

Sikdar et al 
(1994)76

Small et al 
(1968)53

Small et al 
(1986 and
1988)75,12

Steiner et al 
(1978)21

Stromgren 
(1973)42

Taylor and Fleminger
(1980)72

Taylor and Abrams 
(1985)49

Ukpong et al 
(2002)74

Wessels 
(1972)70

West (1981)27

Wittenborn et al 
(1962)17

Depression (RDC and SADS)

Schizophreniform disorder
(DSM IIIR)

Manic episode 
(DSM IIIR)

Psychiatric patient

Bipolar depression
(DSM III, RDC)

Depression
Endogeneous
Gender: woman

Depression
Endogeneity

Schizophrenia (PSE)

Depression (DSM III)

Schizophrenia (ICD 10)

Schizophrenia (Bleuler 
criterion)

Depression

Depression
Woman

N = 84 G.1 → N = 20b

G.2 → N = 20b

G.3 → N = 20b

G.4 → N = 20b

N = 30 G.1 → N = 15

G.2 → N = 15

N = 30 G.1 → N = 15

G.2 → N = 17

N = 100 G.1 → N = 50
G.2 → N = 50

N = 34s G.1 → N = 17
G.2 → N = 17

N = 12 G.1 → N = 4
G.2 → N = 4

G.3 → N = 4

N = 100 G.1 → N = 52b

G.2 → N = 48b

N = 20 G.1 → N = 10

G.2 → N = 10
N = 37 G.1 → N = 15

G.2 → N = 22

N = 20 G.1 → N = 10
G.2 → N = 10

N = 100 G.1 → N = 49

G.2 → N = 51

N = 25 G.1 → N = 13
G.2 → N = 12

N = 63 G.1 → N = 21
G.2 → N = 21
G.3 → N = 21

Bifrontal-temporal ECT: 3/week
Right unilateral ECT low dose: 

3/week
Right unilateral  moderate dose:

3/week
Right unilateral ECT low doses:

3/week 
Bifrontal-temporal ECT 3/week +

haloperidol: 15 mg/day
Simulated ECT 3/week + 

haloperidol: 15 mg/day
Bifrontal-temporal ECT 3/week +

chlorpromazine: 600r mg/day
Simulated ECT 3/week +

chlorpromazine: 600r mg/day
Bitemporal ECT: 3/day
Flurothyl: 3 week

Bitemporal ECTt: 3/week
Lithium: 0,6-1,5 mmol/l

Bilateral ECT 2/week
Imipramine: 75 mg/day + 

L-triiodothyronine: 25 mg/day
Imipramine 75 mg/day + placebo 

L-triiodothyronine
Non-dominant unilateral ECT: 

2/week
Bilateral ECT: 2/week

Bilateral or unilateral ECT: 
3/week

Simulated: 3/week
Bifrontal-temporal ECT: 3/week
Right unilateral ECTu: 3/week

Bilateral ECT: 2/week
Simulated: 2/week

Bifrontal-temporal ECT: 1/day
Thioridazine: 200 mg/day

Right unilateral ECTu: 1/day
Thioridazine: 200 mg/day

Bitemporal ECT: 2/week
Simulated ECT: 2/week

ECT
Imipramine
Placebo

SEG: 2
B: DB
R: BP

SEG: 3
B: DB
R: ND

SEG: 3
B: DB
R: ND

SEG: 4
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 3
B: SB
R: RN
SEG: 2
B: DB
R: RN

SEG: 1
B: DB
R: ND

SEG: 2
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 0
B: SB
R: ND
SEG: 2
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 3
B: DB
R: NA

SEG: 1
B: DB
R: ND
SEG: 0
B: ND
R: ND

G.1 and G.4 more effective  than G.2
and G.3

No differences between groups

G.1 more effective and faster 
response than G.2

No differences between groups

G.1 more effective than G.2

No differences between groups

G.1: 25% do not respond to treatment
G.2: 22,9% do not respond. With no

differences between groups in  
response to treatment

G.1 more effective than G.2

G.1 more effective than G.2

No differences between groups

G.1 and  G.2 improve

G.1 more effective than G.2

G.1 and G.2 more effective than G.3



ment. Besides not seeing an increase in the proportion of
relapses, the anticholinergic effects are less with the dis-
continuation of the antidepressants. 

Real ECT versus stimulated ECT 

There is a series of studies that show that the real ECT
is more effective than the simulated one, verifying that
convulsion plays a main role in the effect of this techno-
logy. In a pioneer study performed to assess ECT efficacy19,
it was found that the improvement rate with real ECT
(84%) was practically twice that found with its simulation
(45 %), however it does not supply data on the statistical
significance of the difference. Significance was observed
in the West study27 in which, in addition, the patients who
did not respond to the simulated treatment improved
when the real one was administered. 

Along the same line, it was found that this better effi-
cacy of real ECT is independent of the unilateral or bilat-
eral position of the electrodes. However, it should be sta-
ted that the unilateral position requires a greater number of
sessions to produce a response and its response rate is low-
er28. Unfortunately, valid data are not offered in regards
to the response duration, since, during the follow-up, the
patients could receive both ECT as well as antidepressants.

On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that the re-
al ECT was more effective than the simulated one and, fur-
thermore, symptomatic improvement was reached without
the need to give the eight sessions initially scheduled29. How-
ever, in a previous study performed on patients with de-
pressive psychosis, other authors30, who did not obtain dif-
ferences between real unilateral and simulated ECT, attri-
buted the efficacy of unilateral ECT to the placebo effect
caused by increased attention and care and to the fact that
an unusual treatment was carried out. 

While some studies19,27,28 point towards a greater effi-
cacy of the real versus simulated ECT, most of those found
in the reviewed literature have added certain explanations.
The main one refers to the fact that it would be more ade-
quate to speak of superiority of ECT in regards to response
rapidness, since the differences in efficacy only occur
in the short run, the advantage disappearing in a short time.
In this sense, one study is very illustrative10,31. It assigns the
patients to one of the following treatments: real ECT, or
the two first sessions of simulated treatment and the rest
with real ECT. It could be observed that, although the first
was more effective, the evaluation made after four sessions
(which, in the case of the second group, only two would
be real ECT), the differences between groups begin to dis-
appear, although the real ECT continues to be superior.
These differences are null at the end of the trial, when the
improvement is extended to 90% of the patients, the non-
respondents belonging to the real ECT group. However, it
can be stated that the proportion of patients who had an
antidepressive treatment prescribed before the study was
greater in the simulated ECT group. 

The short term advantage of ECT was also clear in ano-
ther study32 in which the efficacy demonstrated by this 

treatment did not continue beyond one month of its end.
In addition, clinically, improvement was reduced, there
being a mean of 38 points  (SD=3) in the Hamilton Rating
Scale of Depression) (HRSD) in the real group compared
to 28 (SD=2.7) in the simulated one.

In regards to the endogenous depression, two aspects
stand out. In the first place, the real ECT is more effective
than its simulation11,32, although clinically this advantage is
not very significant. In addition, this advantage disappears
in the follow-up. Type of treatment is found to be a pre-
dictor of result. In the second place, a single session of
ECT per week is as effective as three, producing impro-
vement in both cases at two weeks33. In this study, the pa-
tients were assigned to a real or single session of ECT and
the others to a simulated one, a similar therapeutic effect
being found. As, in addition, those patients labeled as 
having good prognosis were those who obtained lower
scores in depression after the two weeks of treatment, the
authors suggest that it is more likely that the improvement
could be attributed to ECT than to placebo effect.

Unilateral ECT versus bilateral ECT 

The studies that compare different positions of elec-
trodes offer very different data. On the one hand, the right
unilateral ECT at high doses is as effective as the bilateral
one in depressed patients, with the additional benefit that
it produces less cognitive deterioration34-36. However, in a
previous study37, the same authors found that right unila-
teral ECT at low doses was less effective than at high do-
ses, or with the bilateral position at loss or high doses.  In
fact, the response rate with right unilateral ECT at low do-
ses only reached 17 %, versus about 50 % obtained in the
other groups. In another previous study38, the same group
concluded that causing generalized seizures was not
enough to obtain therapeutic effect. They observed that
the bilateral one was shown to be superior to the right uni-
lateral one in the short term, with rates of 70.4% and 28%,
respectively. The information supplied by the mentioned
study of the year 200034 points towards the influence of
the electrical dose, so that it would be necessary to noti-
ceably exceed the convulsive threshold to maximize the
response with the unilateral electrode position. In regards
to the parameter of the electrical dose, it has also been ob-
served that the clinical response varies both based on this
dose as well as the site of the electrodes39. 

In patients with endogenous depression, bilateral ECT
showed greater effectiveness than the right unilateral
one. Furthermore, the high doses meant a better respon-
se than the low ones. In this same sense, other authors
show that bilateral ECT requires greater intensity of
convulsive stimulus than the unilateral one40. In the same
way, others do not find differences between different po-
sitions of the unilateral versus bilateral one41-43. However,
the dominant unilateral site seems to be more unfavora-
ble than the non-dominant one, as it causes a more 
extensive state of confusion after treatment, with a more
persistent memory deficit41. In addition, there is a 
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statistically significant learning deficit, which is verbal in
the case of the left unilateral position and non-verbal 
in that of the right. On the other hand, in a sample in
which most of the patients corresponded to melancho-
lic subtype, no differences were found between non-do-
minant unilateral and bilateral one in regards to clinical
efficacy or in the number of sessions necessary to reach
improvement. However, greater deterioration in me-
mory of patients with bilateral site should be stressed44. 

In the case of acute depression that requires hospita-
lization, improvement is produced both with unilateral-
non-dominant and bilateral ECT45, no differences being
found in either the clinical response or cognitive dete-
rioration. The latter occurred in both groups, but with
reversible character. In spite of the absence of differen-
ces, it stands out that some of the patients assigned to
the non-dominant unilateral one had to change to bilate-
ral due to lack of response (they are excluded from the
analysis). 

In the specific case of elderly population, treatment of
depression with ECT provides satisfactory results in up
to 96.6 %, without differences in regards to the elec-
trode position or in regards to therapeutic result or in the
number of treatments necessary to reach it46. Further-
more, a series of predictors having good results were ob-
tained: pathological rage, work deterioration, agitation,
subjective depressed mood, anxiety and high baseline
HDRS score. On the contrary, a longer duration of the di-
sease has a poor prognosis. 

In contrast to this series of studies that were unsuc-
cessful in regards to finding differences between differ-
ent positions of electrodes, other authors prove that 
unilateral and bilateral ECT are not equivalent in regards
to therapeutic efficacy, which is better in the bilateral case28.
Specifically, the unilateral one requires greater num-
ber of treatments to produce a response which, in turn,
is slower than the bilateral one, which produces impro-
vement in only two sessions. In regards to the response
duration, there are no data, since the patients could 
receive both ECT as well as antidepressants during the
follow-up. A greater efficacy of bilateral ECT has also been
observed, reaching a response rate of 70 % versus 28 %
obtained with the unilateral one40. 

Along this same line, when the different electrode po-
sitions were compared, it was verified that the efficacy
order was the following: bifrontal, bitemporal and right
unilateral13,47. Furthermore, if the parameter number of
days as well as the that of treatments necessary to reach
the response are considered, the response is later with
the right unilateral ECT than with the bilateral one, while
no differences are found between the bifrontal and bi-
temporal positions. Specifically, the mean days that the
subject takes to respond are 49.5 (SD = 29.8) with right
unilateral, 33.8 (SD = 15) with bitemporal and 27.2
(SD = 24.4) with bifrontal. These data contrast with the
absence of differences obtained previously48 when com-
paring these electrode positions, the greater deteriora-
tion of memory associated to left unilateral ECT standing
out in this case.

Within the framework of melancholic endogenous de-
pression, although both electrode positions, that is uni-
lateral and bilateral, mean improvement, it is greater in
the latter49. It may also be stressed that, although there
are no differences in regards to cognitive deterioration,
this is increased with clinical improvement. Using the
endogeneity criterion, these same authors50 also obser-
ved that bilateral ECT produced a greater improvement
than the unilateral one with simultaneously dominant
and non-dominant electrode position. In fact, after the
six treatments foreseen, 90.9 % of the patients assigned
to unilateral ECT required additional sessions versus one
third of those assigned to the bilateral one. On the con-
trary, Stromgren42 did not find any differences between
bilateral and non-dominant unilateral, there being about
25 % of patients without response to treatment in both
cases. In melancholy, the results are contradictory when
bilateral is compared with right unilateral. Thus, in one
study, it was shown that bilateral ECT was more effective,
causing lower scores in depression and a greater im-
provement percentage besides requiring a lower num-
ber of sessions51. However, in a later study, such diffe-
rences were not found, the response rates being supe-
rior to 65 % with both electrode positions52. 

ECT versus other treatments

In another one of the first studies performed to assess
the efficacy of ECT53, it could be observed that fluorothyl
inhalation, a seizure induction gas, would produce results
similar to ECT, with the advantage of producing a lower in-
cidence of memory and learning problems. 

During the 1960’s, several studies were also performed
on an essential amino acid, L-tryptophan. They were based
on hypothesis that because there is a deficit of 5-hy-
droxytryptamine in the brain found in the depressive 
phases of the bipolar disease, the natural precursor could
correct it. When it was compared with ECT54, it was found
that this is more effective in patients whose present epi-
sode seriousness includes need for hospitalization, reaching
improvement rates of 100%. In addition, the maintenance
of the response at 6 months was high, 60%. This last datum
must be considered with restrictions, since the psychiatrist
is free to prescribe other treatments in this period.

Along the same line, L-tryptophan was subjected to the
capacity test as a potentiater of the antidepressive effect
produced by ECT, obtaining unsuccessful results once
again55. The same authors suggest three possible explana-
tions for the absence of the role of this amino acid in the
ECT action mechanism. First, it is possible that these pa-
tients were not responders to L-tryptophan, a very ques-
tionable supposition if the results on the biochemical
analysis are taken into account. These results show that
the baseline serum concentrations and those posterior to
the ECT did not shape subgroups with favorable condi-
tions. Second, ECT alone is effective in depression. Third
and finally, L-tryptophan would only mean a marginal sup-
plement to the ECT anti-delay effect.
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Another substance studied in relationship with ECT in
the depression framework is Ergoloid Mesylates. When it
was added to treatment with bilateral ECT, in order to
decrease its adverse effects, there was an accidental find-
ing56. Compared to ECT plus placebo, its use meant a
greater antidepressive response. However, once again,
these results are biased, as they come from an exces-
sively reduced sample (N = 11) and the treatment can be
changed to unilateral ECT in the presence of moderate
mental confusion. 

In addition, narcotherapy isoflurane (ISONAR), a tech-
nique the allows deep anesthesia by inhalation of this
anesthetic, has shown better results than ECT in drug re-
sistant patients57. Although both treatments include im-
provement, ISONAR evokes the fastest response after a
single session. In addition, the subjects of this group
continue to improve during the follow-up, while those
in the ECT one tend to relapse.

More recently, transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS) emerged with the object of being able to substi-
tute ECT in the treatment of depression. When it was
compared with non-dominant unilateral ECT in the treat-
ment of drug-resistant depressed patients58, no diffe-
rences were found in regards to mood state, functional
state or adverse effects, the improvement being 55 % in
both cases. Again, the reduced sample size does not 
offer sufficient statistical power to detect as significant some
difference which may exist. When the ECT was com-
pared with this emerging technique, a better response
rate was obtained in the patients subjected to the for-
mer59. It stands out that while this difference is maintain-
ed when the analysis is performed on the psychotic
group, the same does not occur with that integrated by
non-psychotics. Given the study’s methodological limita-
tions, such as the absence of blinding or the fact that the
ECT group continues with the usual psychodrug treat-
ment while it was interrupted in the TMS one, it is not
possible to establish recommendations, even though the
data point towards a similar efficacy of both procedures
in non-psychotic depressed patients. After performing
the follow-up of the patients at six months, the clinical
effects of the TMS remain the same as those of the ECT15. 

However, in a recent later study60, in which psychotic
patients were excluded from the sample, blinding was
used and the psychotropic drugs permitted to the pa-
tient were limited; such differences between ECT and
TMS were not found. The authors themselves conclude
that, given the non-use of a placebo group, the effects of
the TMS could be biased by the interaction between the
psychiatric treatment and the patient and could even be
secondary to the placebo effect. Another equally recent
study also did not show differences between both types
of treatment and adds that the TMS is associated to less
cognitive deterioration61.

Another new treatment proposed is Sudarshan Kriya
Yoga (SKI), a procedure based on respiration techni-
ques. Its application in patients with melancholy shows
no differences with that of ECT18. However, it is seen
clinically that the effect size is greater in ECT, with

which 93 % remissions is reached compared to 67 %
achieved with SKI. The stability of the response reached,
maintained until the end of the study, is also outstanding. 

Schizophrenia

ECT versus neuroleptics

The use of ECT as an alternative to the neuroleptic based
treatment does not have any advantage in regards to 
efficacy, response rapidness62, or the rate of hospital 
readmissions or hospital stay63. On the other hand, except
for one study64, the rest show that the use of ECT as ad-
juvancy to the neuroleptic based treatment also does not
contribute any additional therapeutic benefit in either 
efficacy or response rapidness65-67. The real ECT as adju-
vancy to trifluoperizine means a greater and more rapid
improvement than when it is associated to simulated
ECT64. However, in the second case, improvement was
also obtained after the second week of treatment. Fur-
thermore, this is greater in the psychotic than depressive
symptoms, since it deals with patients who have scored
low in the baseline of depressed mood, slow-down and
hopelessness.

These results differ from those obtained when com-
paring the association of chlorpromazine to real ECT
with its association to simulated ECT, in a group of schi-
zophrenics with poor response to treatment with this
drug. In this case, on isolating variables, they found that
the improvement was greater in the patients with great-
er depression score if ECT was added to the neurolep-
tic than when it was added to simulated ECT, a fact that
only reaches statistical significance during the follow-
up66. On the other hand, in a study with schizophrenic
type patients who are in the first episode, the only diffe-
rences are observed during the first three weeks in the
item that measures depression on the Brief Psychiatric
Rating Scale (BPRS). In addition, these lack clinical rele-
vance65. Finally, the Janakiramaiah et al. study67, in which
it was found that 500 mg of chlorpromazine is as effective
as ECT added to such dose or to a lower dose of 300 mg,
points to the adequacy of adding ECT in those cases that
require a reduction of neuroleptic dose due to their ad-
verse effects.

In reference to the chronicity criterion, one of the
first studies performed with ECT68 compared this with
resperine in chronic schizophrenics, finding that al-
though the adjuvancy of ECT to the latter has better re-
sults in the first weeks of treatment, the effect does not
last in the later ones. However, in spite of being a ran-
domized study, methodologically it is very limited, and
furthermore, no statistical analyses are performed of the
between-group comparison. 

In regards to the use of ECT as a maintenance treat-
ment, a study in which this treatment was initiated after
having achieved improvement with ECT plus flupenthi-
xol, due to acute psychotic exacerbation in patients who
fulfilled strict drug-resistance criteria, stands out. It was
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found that maintenance therapy based on ECT plus neu-
roleptics (flupenthixol) was more effective than the iso-
lated use of one of the two treatments. After six months
of maintenance with this combination, 60 % of the pa-
tients remained without relapse versus 7 % of those in
the ECT group or group group14,69.

Unilateral ECT versus bilateral ECT 

Bilateral and unilateral ECT have the same effective-
ness in schizophrenia when used together with thiori-
dazine70. In this study, the sessions were administered
daily, a periodicity that differs from most of the other
studies. In the same way, no differences were found be-
tween both electrode positions in a sample of psychiatric
patients that included the diagnoses of schizophrenia
and affective psychosis, among others71.

Real ECT versus simulated ECT 

Although the real ECT is superior to the simulated
one, it stands out that improvement is also produced in
the latter case72. However, although this is already clear
after six sessions, at the end of the foreseen twelve, 90%
of the patients are in the pathological range compared to
90 % improvement presented by the real ECT group.
While other authors also found that the real ECT was
more effective than the simulated one73, a more recent
study shows improvement with both, no significant dif-
ferences being obtained between groups74.

ECT compared to other treatments

In one of the first studies performed to assess the effi-
cacy of ECT53, it could be observed that inhalation of 
flurothyl, a seizure inductor gas, could produce similar
results to that of ECT, with the advantage of producing a
lower incidence of memory and learning problems. 

Manía

ECT versus lithium

Although in a first study, no statistically significant dif-
ferences were observed between the patients with main-
tenance lithium who had previously had ECT and those
who only took lithium75, a later study of the same group
made it possible to recommend ECT as an alternative to
lithium in bipolar patients in manic or mixed phase sin-
ce, although the improvement occurred with both treat-
ments, ECT showed greater efficacy12. In addition, it is
mentioned as the treatment of choice in prophylaxis of
depression that follows manic episodes, since in this
study, deterioration of the depressive manifestations can
be observed only in the low lithium treatment group.

Furthermore, the severity of baseline depression was
shaped as the best predictor of response to ECT. How-
ever, these results could be biased by the fact that most
of the patients of both treatment groups required neuro-
leptics during the study phase, it being possible to attri-
bute the results obtained to these narcoleptics. 

Real ECT versus simulated ECT 

In the manic states, association of ECT to chlorpro-
mazine has shown greater and faster improvement than
when a simulated one is associated. However, with the
latter, the patients also improve in regards to the base-
line measure76. The importance of this result is found in
the possibility of achieving symptom remission of an
acute mania episode without having to resort to high
neuroleptic doses, thus minimizing the risk of associated
side effects, such as extrapyramidal ones, that limit the
intensive neuroleptic therapy. Compared to the hetero-
geneity of the Small et al.12 sample, the differential effect
of ECT in a homogeneous group of patients, of which
none had depressive signs and symptoms, was studied in
this other recently commented study. 

Parkinson disease

There is a clinical trial77 in which the antiparkinsonian
effect of ECT in patients with drug-resistant Parkinson’s
and with serious extrapyramidal symptoms is proven. In
this study, it was observed that the real ECT versus the
simulated one increased the on times. However, the 
other differences found lack statistical significance, pos-
sibly due to lack of statistical power, given the reduced
size of the sample. The authors mention changes in the
response of the dopamine receptors as a possible expla-
nation of this anti-Parkinsonian effect of ECT. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The excesses historically committed with the indiscri-
minate use of ECT only based on empirical foundations
have harmed the development and credibility of this ther-
apeutic technology. We have just seen that its efficacy
and effectiveness have been confirmed at present, but
there are still many questions due to the relative scarce-
ness of good studies that supply greater scientific evi-
dence. In this sense, especially two recent metanaly-
ses78,79 that verify the efficacy of ECT beyond any reason-
able scientific doubt and the results of the systematic 
review of the Cochrane Library on the use of ECT in 
elderly depressed patients80 must be added to the results
of the study of our primary sources in depression. Fi-
nally, in schizophrenia, the conclusions of the two 
corresponding reviews of the Cochrane Library must be
added81-83. However, we still need to perform randomized
trials with large samples and well-defined results to gua-
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rantee more exact recommendations on the practice of
ECT in certain mental disorders. 

With the scientific information provided by the best
evidence available at present, it can be concluded that: 1)
ECT is an effective short term treatment for depression
and it is likely that it is more effective than psychophar-
macological treatment; 2) a faster improvement has been
verified in «endogenous» depression with ECT than with
imipramine; 3) ECT is more effective than simulated ECT
and pharmacological placebo in depression; 4) the asso-
ciation of chlorpromazine to ECT does not contribute ben-
efits in psychotic depression; 5) there are no conclusive
data on its efficacy in drug-resistant depression; 6) the
controversy persists on whether the continuity of antide-
pressive treatment during ECT would be better than its in-
terruption; 7) bilateral ECT is moderately more effective
in depression than the unilateral one and high doses of
electrical stimulus are more effective than low ones; 8) in
depression of the elderly, satisfactory results have been
observed with ECT, but sufficient scientific evidence based
on clinical trials having adequate quality does not 
exist; 9) comparison of ECT with other therapeutic pro-
cedures in depression, such as the recent TMS, has not
achieved conclusive results; 10) there is limited evidence
that supports the use of ECT combined with antipsycho-
tics in some patients with schizophrenia resistant to a sin-
gle drug; 11) the association of ECT with antipsychotics,
as maintenance treatment after psychotic decompensa-
tion means a lower relapse rate than the isolated use of
both treatments; 12) the different position of the electro-
des does not seem to vary the efficacy of ECT in schi-
zophrenia; 13) real ECT is superior to simulated ECT in
schizophrenia, especially after a prolonged time period;
14) ECT is an alternative to lithium in manic or mixed phase
bipolar patients, as it has shown greater efficacy; 15) in 
the acute phase of mania, chlorpromazine associated to 
real ECT provides better results than associated to simula-
ted ECT, and 16) ECT may be useful in Parkinson’s disease
that is drug-resistant and has serious extrapyramidal symp-
toms, but the quality information available is not sufficient. 
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